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By Kamiu Lee

Many major digital publishers have been in the news this year following problems with their offerings to advertisers.

Facebook, a pioneering social media site for marketing and advertising, found itself in the middle of an ad
measurement battle this past December.

In a similar vein, Google-owned site YouTube found the need for more transparency with advertisers after one of its
most famous content creators posted an unsavory prank involving an anti-Semitic slogan.

As social platforms work with millions of advertisers, mistakes in reporting or unforeseen scandals could certainly
be costly and even damaging to reputation, and some are still having a bit of trouble figuring out the best way to
handle this Big Data.

It is  crucial moving forward that publishers provide transparency and take the necessary measures to provide
accurate information and guard against the wrong messaging being portrayed.

Let us explore the potential lessons that brands advertising on social media can learn from some recent advertising
missteps as well as cues that emerging social media outlets should take as they continue to break and expand into
the world of advertising.

Diversify social ad tactics
Social media has affected the overall customer journey, so it is  justified that advertisers are honing in on various
social media platforms to reach their audiences.

In light of recent missteps with advertising data reporting, the responsibility to ward against false reports will be
shifted to brands to ensure that the numbers on which they are basing social media marketing strategy are not only
aligned with their overall goals, but are also accurate.
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To ensure this happens, brands should not lock into social media advertisements alone.

Influencer marketing is on the rise and proving itself a valuable marketing tactic for brands, allowing brands to
navigate across various social media platforms, while being infinitely more personal than traditional paid social
ads.

The ability to reach audiences on a platform they not only trust, but also willingly and eagerly subscribe, allows for a
more authentic engagement with a brand that often leads to action.

In fact, our research found that 55 percent of digitally savvy women have bought products after seeing them in an
influencer's sponsored post and 45 percent followed a brand featured in an influencer's sponsored post.

Maintain transparency and authenticity
It is  admirable that Facebook has been so forthcoming about its advertising data errors.

YouTube, and Google as a whole, also took swift action in denouncing the behavior of its  former content creator
and ensuring that this behavior did not mirror that of the company's values.

In today's digital world, brands especially social media brands cannot afford, let alone attempt, anything
disingenuous.

The modern consumer is savvy and knowledgeable. Any effort to deceive them would be detrimental to that
essential brand-consumer relationship.

Along the same lines, brands should aim for authenticity above all else when exploring social media advertising
campaigns.

Influencers and micro-influencers help ensure this authenticity by forging a human bond and an emotional
connection to a product or service.

Inversely, today's digitally savvy consumers are very shrewd when it comes to spotting forced influencer content.

Our research alluded to before also found that 59 percent of digitally savvy women say sponsored posts feel
fake/inauthentic when the content is inconsistent with an influencer's feed.

What this means for other social media sites
While most social media platforms have built out advertising Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter and YouTube
all have their own versions of native sponsored units Facebook and by extension, Instagram, and YouTube have
been the two platforms that have truly built it out to an efficient scale.

Burgeoning channels, such as Pinterest and Snapchat, are still learning how advertising fits into their unique
offering.

For a brand that is looking to work with Snapchat, the barrier is quite high: the minimum spend is high, and the
creation of advertisements is custom for the platform and a much more labor-intensive process when you compare
it with Facebook small businesses can easily spend $100 on the platform within minutes.

However, despite the time-commitment to create the ads, brands that have put in the effort have reaped big rewards.

Taco Bell's taco face lens reportedly took six weeks to make, but garnered the brand 24 seconds of play per average
Snapchat user. Multiply that by the amount of average application views a day about 100 billion and the brand's
exposure amounts to about 12.5 years' worth of interaction in just one day.

Not to mention, the exposure to the primarily millennial user base could cost brands anywhere from $500,000 to
$750,000 to sponsor a lens.

Less complicated forms of advertisements would be via image filters and geotags or through the public Snapchat
stories of publications such as Vogue magazine or The Wall Street Journal.

At the same time that Instagram and Snapchat are gaining their footing as a digital platform for advertisers, Pinterest
is continuing to prove itself time and time again as a special place for branded content.

While it might not make sense as a platform for every brand, Pinterest's "promoted pins" allow for much more
engagement in the long run.

We often find that pins get more engagement over time than many other outlets, making them an ideal place for



 

brands to leverage evergreen content to drive continual traffic.

Pinteres t is  making a play for serious  advertiser attention. Image credits : Pinteres t

FROM MY PERSPECTIVE, it will be interesting to see whether Facebook and Instagram continue their hold on social
media spend, or whether other platforms such as Pinterest and Snapchat are able to take more market share in future
years.

Kamiu Lee is vice president of business development and strategy at Activate by Bloglovin', New York. Reach her at
kamiu@bloglovin.com.
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